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A few daily “Views from My Window” have pictured glorious sunrises and sunsets.  At our
home, Carol and I are blessed with both each day, sincerely appreciating both and hope none are
taken for granted or become commonplace.  We are additionally blessed–though far less
frequently–with the rising of a Full Moon.  Not only is it a spectacular sight, but it is enhanced by
it's reflection on the still water.  The day is done–the quiet is approaching.  It is time to be alone with
your thoughts.

A project tool many young men in the Jaycees used was the CPG–Chairman's Planning Guide. 
These were kept on larger projects in preplanning, implementing, and post event analysis.  “What
could and should have been done to give this project an even bigger impact?”  An organizational tool
useful for many applications–including our spiritual growth.

It is said that the single most effective thing we can do to accelerate and deepen our spiritual
growth is to reflect on the meaning of scripture in our lives.  How often do we have a deliberate and
thoughtful pondering of the day's events and Christ's involvement in them?  What was productive? 
What needs attention by us?  What can only God handle?  What is his plan for me?

A beautiful musical arrangement of His plan has been presented by our Choir letting us know
of God's plan–Jeremiah 29:1– “For I know the plans I have for you.  Plans for welfare and not for
evil, to give you a future and a hope.”

Currently COVID is predicting our travel, our worship services, our groups and gatherings, but
it can't fatigue our internal reflection of God's Perfect Day.  Reflect and Enjoy.

And for a secular listen, click on “the ole Crooner's”–Bing Crosby's–rendition of “A Perfect
Day.”– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAHQOs08344


